SFUSD Signature Strategy #2: Three Read Protocol
What is this strategy?
The Three Read Protocol is one way to do a close read of a complex math word problem
or task. This strategy includes reading a math scenario three times with a different goal
each time. The first read is to understand the context. The second read is to understand
the mathematics. The third read is to elicit inquiry questions based on the scenario.

Why would I use this strategy?
The Three Read Protocol is designed to engage students in sense-making of language-rich math problems or tasks. It
deepens student understanding by surfacing linguistic as well as mathematical clues. It focuses attention on the
importance of understanding problems rather than rapidly trying to solve them. It allows for the use of authentic,
instead of overly simplified, text. This strategy also allows for natural differentiation within a class of diverse learners.

When do I use this strategy?
This strategy can be used for math tasks that include complex language structures or language that lends itself to a
variety of interpretations. While this is a particularly useful strategy for English Language Learners, all students can
benefit from the deeper understanding of word problem structures and open-ended questioning.

How do I use this strategy?
The Three Read Protocol uses the “
problem stem
” of a word problem. This is essentially the word problem without
the question at the end. The purpose of presenting the problem stem alone is to have students focus on the contextual
and mathematical information before dealing with any question that is involved. This gives students the freedom to
create their own questions for a given scenario, which is an excellent skill to develop both in math and in reading in
general. It is important that the teacher choose the problem carefully and anticipate potential linguistic and
mathematical roadblocks the students may encounter.

1. First Read: Teacher reads the problem stem orally.
The teacher may have visuals to accompany the oral read of the problem stem. Students listen to the story with the
goal of turning to a partner and sharing what they remember of it. Memorizing it is not necessary.

Key Question: What is this situation about?
After the Turn-and-Talk, the teacher asks students to volunteer information they remember from the story.
Teachers and students ask clarifying questions about the vocabulary as needed.

2. Second Read: Class does choral read or partner read of the problem stem.
The teacher projects the problem stem so the whole class can see it. The teacher leads the class either in a choral
read of the problem or has partners read the problem orally to each other. Choral read is preferable because it
allows all students to participate without excessive pressure, but a partner read can work fine if that is a better fit
to the classroom culture or age of students. The teacher explains that math stories usually have information about
quantities (numbers) and the units that are being counted.

Key Question: What are the quantities in the situation?
An example is 25 cats, where “25” is the quantity and “cat” is the unit. Sometimes the quantities are implied. For
example, “some cats” implies a quantity but we do not know what it is. There can also be implied units. An example
is “I have one at home.” The implied unit in this case depends on the context of the story. 
Bottom line
: The
discussion of quantities and units can be important for focusing student attention, but how deeply the teacher
delves into the explicit and implicit information depends on the math and language objectives.
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3. Third Read: Partner or choral read the problem stem orally one more time.

The teacher asks students to do one more read of the “story” and asks them to think,
“
What is missing to make this
a good math problem?
”
Students volunteer their answers to that question. Responses will likely vary because
many students assume there is a question without actually reading one. Without correcting student responses, the
teacher probes until the class decides that a question is missing. The teacher asks, 
“
Is there only one question that
we can ask of this story?
”
Students responses may vary, but there are usually many different questions that can be
asked of almost any scenario.

Key Question: What mathematical questions can we ask about the situation?
The teacher asks partners to determine at least two questions that can be asked using the problem stem. Students
share their questions. The teacher writes a couple of the questions and clarifies language as appropriate. After
each question, the teacher asks the class, 
“
Can this question be answered with the information from this story?
”
and the class discusses why or why not.

4. 
Students work in collaborative groups on the problem.

Students work in groups to solve a question based on the problem stem. The teacher may assign a specific
question for all groups to answer, or groups may choose a question from the list asked by the class. If groups are
asked to choose their own questions, it is important that the teacher circulate and clarify expectations for the
work. This can be an opportunity to differentiate the math work because the range of possible questions to a
problem stem is broad.

In summary:
What the teacher does

Key Question

What the students do

Preparation

• Identifies appropriate problem
stem
• Anticipates linguistic and
mathematical challenges
• Creates visuals to support
understanding

1st Read

• Shows visuals
• Orally reads the “story” (problem
stem)

What is this
situation about?

• Sit with a partner
• Listen to the “story”
• Turn to partners to
discuss the “story” in their
own words
• Say what they remember
of the story

2nd Read

• Shows problem stem (for example,
on overhead projector or poster)
• Leads class in choral or partner
read
• Leads discussion of quantities and
units

What are the
quantities in the
situation?

• Read chorally with the
class or with partners
• Volunteer quantities and
units they identify

3rd Read

• Asks partners to read with specific
goal
• Leads discussion of potential
questions
• Clarifies language as needed

What
mathematical
questions can we
ask about the
situation?

• Read one more time with
partners
• Brainstorm with
partners several questions
that could be asked using
the problem stem
• Volunteer questions
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Considerations for use of the Three Read Protocol
1. Is the problem stem sufficiently interesting as a story?
It does not need to be long, but it should have some narrative structure.

2. Does the problem stem have quantities, both explicit and implicit?
Ideally it has easily identifiable explicit quantities, but may have implicit ones as well for a richer discussion and
potentially more interesting math investigations.

3. Does the problem stem have extraneous explicit quantities or a variety of implicit
quantities?
This strategy can model how to understand math problems with this characteristic and teach students how to discern
salient information.

4. Is the language of the problem stem likely to create obstacles for English Language Learners
or is the context of the problem likely to be unfamiliar to students from diverse
backgrounds?
Surfacing the language structures and contextual clues within the problem stems allows students to focus on the
mathematical structures as well as evaluate the reasonableness of their work.

Sample Problem Stems
Animal Shelter Problem
Tasha wants a pet. She goes to the animal shelter to ask how much it will cost to adopt and care for a dog. The vet at the
shelter tells her that big dogs have an adoption fee of $200, a vaccination fee of $300, and that they eat about 35
pounds of food per month. Small dogs have an adoption fee of $300, a vaccination fee of $450, and they eat about 18
pounds of food per month. The vet says that dog food costs about $3 per pound.

Judy’s Berries
Judy loves to eat berries for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. She sees that Clear Lake School is having a fundraiser to raise
money for a new playground. The students are selling fruit baskets to raise the money. Strawberries sell for $3 per
basket. Blueberries sell for $4 per basket. Raspberries sell for $5 per basket. Judy has $20 to spend on berries.

Joining a Gym
Carlos wants to join a gym. The gym offers three membership options. The first one is called "Pay as you go" and costs
$6 each time you work out. The second one is called "Regular deal” and costs $50 per month and $2 each time you
work out. The third one is called "All
-in
-one price!” and costs $100 per month for unlimited use of the gym.

Squirrels and Their Acorns
Austin likes to watch squirrels find and store acorns for the winter. Brown Squirrels can carry two acorns at a time.
Gray Squirrels can carry three acorns at a time, and Black Squirrels can carry five acorns at a time. There is a pile of 24
acorns.

Further Resources
SFUSD Mathematics Department web site: 
http://www.sfusdmath.org/signature-strategy-1-3-read-protocol.html
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